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Abstract
Motivated by wide-ranging applications such as video delivery over networks using Multiple De-
scription Codes (MDP), congestion control, rate adaptation, spectrum sharing, provisioning of renewable
energy, inventory management and retail, we study the state-tracking of a Markovian random process
with a known transition matrix and a finite ordered state set. The decision-maker must select a state as an
action at each time step in order to minimize the total expected (discounted) cost. The decision-maker is
faced with asymmetries both in cost and observation: in case the selected state is less than the actual state
of the Markovian process, an under-utilization cost occurs and only partial observation about the actual
state (i.e. an implicit lower bound characteristic on the actual state) is revealed; otherwise, the decision
incurs an over-utilization cost and reveals full information about the actual state. We can formulate
this problem as a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) which can be expressed as
a dynamic program (DP) based on the last full observed state and the time of full observation. This
formulation determines the sequence of actions to be taken between any two consecutive full observations
of the actual state, in order to minimize the total expected (discounted) cost. However, this DP grows
exponentially in the number of states, with little hope for a computationally feasible solution. We
present an interesting class of computationally tractable policies with a percentile threshold structure. A
generalization of binary search, this class of policies attempt at any given time to reduce the uncertainty
by a given percentage. Among all percentile policies, we search for the one with the minimum expected
cost. The result of this search is a heuristic policy which we evaluate through numerical simulations.
We show that it outperforms the myopic policies and under some conditions performs close to the
optimal policies. Furthermore, we derive a lower bound on the cost of the optimal policy which can be
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2computed with low complexity and give a measure for how close our heuristic policy is to the optimal
policy.
I. INTRODUCTION
In networks with uncertain demands (or resources) the available resources (or demands) must
be allocated carefully, to address a trade-off between inefficiencies arising from over-utilization
and under-utilization, and to gather information useful for future decisions in case of time-
dependent variations. For instance, in communication networks, one of the important goals is
satisfying the application traffic demands using available resources such as bandwidth, energy,
storage, etc. There could be uncertainty in either demand or resource. Under demand uncertainty
allocating more resources than what is demanded can result in an over-utilization cost while the
under-utilization immediately incurs a cost. Similarly, under resource uncertainty, excess demand
results in congestion (over-utilization) while shortage of demand leaves valuable resources under-
utilized.
One prominent example is video delivery over an unreliable network where Multiple De-
scription Coding (MDC) is used, specially for real-time applications in which retransmission of
lost packets are not practical [1]–[5]. MDC combats the uncertainty over network resources via
encoding source information using multiple independently decodable complementary bitstreams
called descriptions. If all of the descriptions are received at the receiver, they can be decoded
combined, with the highest level of quality and when a non-empty subset of them is received,
the information could still be decoded providing an acceptable level of quality. This technique
allows for a graceful degradation in the quality of the image. To achieve this, MDC introduces
some redundancy in each description which will be costly (in terms of transmission resources)
whenever all of the descriptions are received [1]. In this example, the uncertain available resource
is the number of descriptions that network can handle to deliver to the receiver and the decision-
maker must decide on the actual number of descriptions to code the video stream. A fundamental
design problem in MDC is for the source to choose the number of descriptions to code the video
stream for a given network period. If the packet loss process of the network can be modeled as
a Markovian random process, the actual number of descriptions that can go through the network
successfully, which we refer to as the state of the network, forms a time-homogeneous finite-
state Markov Chain. The full observation about the state of the network is revealed only if the
number of descriptions were higher than what the network can handle. The aim of this work
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3is to estimate how many descriptions could go through the network or equivalently to track the
state of the network and select the number of descriptions as close as possible to the state in
order to maximize/minimize the total expected reward/cost.
The tracking of Markovian random process considered in this paper can be used to solve
the above problem of selecting the optimal number of MDC descriptions. Other applications
to which the tracking problem considered can be applied, as we discuss in related works, are
congestion control in the networks and inventory control problems with perishable inventories.
In general, the problem of tracking a Markov chain subject to asymmetric cost and information is
known to be a Partially Observable Markov Decision Problem (POMDP). As such, the solution
in principle can be characterized via an appropriately constructed dynamic program. However,
such characterization, due to its computational complexity, provides little practical insight. More
precisely, even in case of finite underlying state and finite actions, a POMDP in general is known
to be P-SPACE hard [6].
To summarize, our main contributions to the tracking of Markovian random processes are as
follows:
• Representing the class of optimal policies in terms of a sequence of actions in between two
consecutive full observation of the state.
• Introducing a new class of percentile policies with percentile threshold structure. This class
of policies can be used to upper bound the expected cost of the optimal policy.
• Providing a lower bound on the expected cost of the optimal policy. Similar to the upper
bound, the lower bound can be constructed recursively.
• Presenting the best computable percentile policy, called Finite Resolution Percentile (FRP),
that in simulations outperforms the myopic policy. Furthermore, we utilize the numerical
simulations of the optimal policy for sufficiently small horizons to investigate the perfor-
mance of the proposed heuristic policies. In particular, consider a sufficiently small horizon,
we show numerically that this policy performs close to the optimal policy.
• Numerically assessing the optimality gap associated with the best computable percentile
policy using the upper and lower bounds on the expected cost of the optimal policy.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: The related works are presented in Section
II. The problem formulation is given in Section III. We present the optimal policy via a sequence-
based dynamic programming and its complexity in Section IV. We introduce the percentile policy
and present two heuristic percentile policies in Section V. An upper bound and a lower bound on
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4the expected cost of the optimal policy are given in Section VI. Section VII shows the extension
of the policies to the case where the initial belief about the actual state is given instead of
the full observation. The numerical results are presented in Section VIII. Section IX provides
conclusions and an outlook for future works and finally the equivalent belief-based formulation
and all of the proofs are given in Appendices.
II. RELATED WORKS
Here, we present three different sets of literature related to our work. The first set of literature
corresponds to MDC, e.g. [1]–[5] and the references therein. Some of the works in the literature,
considers only two-description coding [1]–[3], but in some cases such as Peer-to-Peer video
streaming more than two-descriptions are reasonable, see e.g. [5]. We refer the readers to [7]
as a review of deffierent MDC techniques since in this work, we do not focus on the MDC
techniques. We focus on the modeling of the cost functions and how to decide about the number
of descriptions based on partial or full observations about the state of the network, i.e. the number
of available paths with no loss, which is a function of the packet loss process of the network
and evolves as a Markovian process.
The second set of literature related to our work is congestion/rate control in which a transmitter
must select the transmission rate at the transport or link layer to utilize the available bandwidth,
which varies randomly due to the dynamic nature of traffic load imposed by other users on
the network [8]–[11]. This scenario is of particular interest when designing wireless networks
where resources are subject to random variations and uncertainty. The structure of the optimal
policies has been established for the simpler special cases of optimizing transmissions over a
Gilbert-Elliott (two-state) channel in [10]–[12]. In this paper, we study a generalization of these
works to more than two states.
Beside the networking application, this work could have a broad range of applications, e.g.,
incentive spectrum-sharing [13], [14], the provisioning of renewable energy resources [15],
retailer-consumer interaction [16], etc. For instance, in the spectrum-sharing application [14]
in cellular wireless networks, the goal is to allocate/share the resource (Base-station capacities)
between two cellular providers in a single-cell in order to satisfy uncertain bandwidth demands
inside the cell. As another example, in the electricity markets with renewable energy resources
[15], the uncertainty is on both the demand and the renewable energy source side and the goal is
to find the optimal procurement strategy. In the retailer-consumer interaction, the retailer needs
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5to track consumers’ privacy sensitivity to offer personalized advertisements (coupons) [16]. The
authors in [16] assume that the privacy state of the consumer evolves as a Markovian process
and the retailer must choose as an action the advertisement privacy levels in order to minimize
the total expected cost. They consider the two-state two-action and multi-state two-action cases
and model the problem as a POMDP. Our work provides a direction to generalize their work to
the multi-state multi-action case.
Last but not least, the third set of problems related to our work is the perishable inventory
control problem in operations research management literature as it applies to the problem of
optimal inventory control to meet uncertain demands for a perishable product [17]–[24]. In
these problems, the demand for some good is assumed to follow a stochastic process and at
the beginning of each decision epoch the decision-maker decides on the inventory level (i.e.
how many items to store) in order to satisfy the demand. Mapping the Markov demand to a
hidden state and the inventory level to the selected action, the inventory control problem with
perishable good is equivalent to that of tracking with asymmetric cost and information. Most of
the works in the inventory control literature, e.g. [25], [26], assume that the demand process is
independent and identical distributed (i.i.d) at different time steps, with the exception of [17].
With this simplifying assumption, the optimal policy is easily shown to coincide with a myopic
policy which minimizes the immediate expected cost. The most closely related work to ours
is [17] in which an inventory management problem with memory (Markovian) demand process
is considered. In their work, some structural properties of the optimal actions relative to the
myopically optimal actions are obtained. In our work, in contrast, we focus on the design and
analysis of a class of heuristic policies. In particular, we introduce the class of percentile policies
and evaluate their performance. In addition, we present a lower bound on the cost of the optimal
policy which can be computed with low complexity and give a measure for how close our
heuristic policies are to the optimal policy.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider a discrete-time finite-state Markovian process whose state, denoted by Bt at
time step t, selected from the finite state setM = {0, 1, , ...,M}, and evolves based on a known
transition matrix, over a finite horizon, T . The transition probabilities of the actual states Bt over
time are assumed to be known and stationary and indicated by an (M + 1)× (M + 1) transition
probability matrix, P . The elements of the matrix are Pi,j = Pr(Bt+1 = j|Bt = i), i, j ∈M,∀t
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6which indicates the probability of moving from the state i at a time step to the state j at the
next time step.
The objective is to select the sequential actions (policy) among the states in M such that the
total expected (discounted) cost accumulated over the finite horizon T is minimized. At each
time step t, the decision-maker selects a state as an action, denoted by rt, based on the history
of observations and pays a cost which is a function of the selected state and the actual state Bt.
In particular, selecting an action higher than the actual state incurs an over-utilization cost; while
in contrast, selecting an action less than the actual state causes a distinctly under-utilization cost.
The immediate cost paid at time step t is a piece-wise linear function of the difference between
the selected state and the actual state, given by:
C(Bt; rt) =
cu(rt −Bt) if rt > Btcl(Bt − rt) if rt ≤ Bt, (1)
where cu and cl are the over-utilization and under-utilization cost coefficients, respectively.1
Note that the immediate cost is not observable when rt < Bt. Additionally, in our models the
actions may result in information asymmetry about the hidden state of the system: selecting an
action that is greater than the state has the side benefit of revealing the exact state of the actual
(hidden) state; in contrast, selecting an action below the actual (hidden) state does not provide
direct information about the state. Note that the absence of full state observation in itself results
in an implicit lower bound characterization on the state.
The goal is to select actions r1, ..., rT in order to minimize the total expected (discounted)
cost over the horizon T , given by:
E{
T∑
t=1
βt−1C(Bt; rt)|s0}, (2)
where 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 denotes the discount factor and s0 is the initial full observed state.
Figure 1 shows an example where a sample path of Bt and a sequence of actions are selected
based on a given policy. The under-utilization and over-utilization costs for each time step is
given on the figure.
1For certain problems, e.g. [8], [12], the cost may be more naturally expected as f(Bt)+C(Bt, rt) where f(.) is a function of
only Bt and is not under the control, or the problem may be defined as a reward maximization. However these are mathematically
equivalent.
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7Fig. 1. An example tracking of a sample path of the actual states Bt, using the actions rt. In this example, at time steps
6 and 9 the actions exceed the actual state and thus the full observation is revealed. At other time steps, only the partial
observation is available. The under-utilization and over-utilization costs are shown on the figure. For instance, the costs are
C(B3 = 5, r3 = 3) = 2cl, C(B6 = 5, r6 = 6) = ch and C(B10 = 3, r10 = 3) = 0.
Since we do not get full observation all the time, we formulate our problem within a POMDP-
based framework. We present the POMDP formulation based on the pair of (s, t) where s and t
are the state and the time where that very last time the state was fully revealed (full observation).
The decision-maker must select the whole sequence of actions to be taken, for the given observed
state of s, from time t+1 until the next full observation. Note that after time t, the whole sequence
of actions with the length of T − t must be determined.
The observation at each time step is a function of the actual state and the selected action as
follows: If rt > Bt a full observation about Bt is revealed and full observed state is updated to
Bt and the time of full observation is updated to t. At the next time step, the policy changes
the sequence correspondingly. Otherwise, if rt ≤ Bt only partial observation about the actual
state is revealed that it is higher than or equal to rt and the policy continues with the action
sequence corresponding to the last full observation. For instance, at Fig. 1, initially, s = 3 and
t = 1 and the actions are taken correspondingly. After exceeding the actual state at time step 6
the full observation is updated to s = 5 and t = 6. Thus the corresponding actions are taken at
time steps 7 ≤ t ≤ 9 and after time step 9, the full observation state and time are updated to
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8aP (s1, s2, τ) =
Ps1,s2 , if τ = 1,∑M
j1=a1
∑M
j2=a2
...
∑M
jτ−1=aτ Ps1,j1 ×
∏τ−1
n=2 Pjn−1,jn × Pjτ−1,s2 , if τ > 1.
(3)
aΓ(s1, t) =
T−t∑
τ=1
βτ−1[cu
aτ−1∑
i=0
aP (s, i, τ)(aτ − i) + cl
M∑
i=aτ
aP (s, i, τ)(i− aτ )]. (4)
s = 3 and t = 9 and their corresponding actions are selected at 10 ≤ t.
IV. OPTIMAL POLICY VIA DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING
Let us consider the class Π of policies which map the last full observed state s and the time
of observation t to an action sequence, i.e.,
Π :M× [0, T − 1]→MT−t,
where MT−t is the space of possible sequences of length T − t. It it straight forward to show
that without loss of optimality the search for an optimal policy can be restricted to Π.
Note that, alternatively, any policy pi ∈ Π can be represented by an (M + 1) × T structure
whose (s, t) element is a sequence of length T − t where elements themselves are selected from
M. Next we use this representation to compute the performance of the policy recursively.
Before writing the recursion, we consider aP (s1, s2, τ) probability of going from state s1 ∈M
to s2 ∈M in τ steps never crossing below a given sequence a = (a1, ..., aτ ), defined in (3). We
also define aΓ(s1, s2, τ) as the expected discounted cost-to-go to be paid after the full observation
of s at time step t up to the next full observation, as given by (4)2.
Note that under policy pi and given the full observation of the state s at time t, sequence of
actions pis,t = (pis,t(1), ..., pis,t(T − t)) are used until the next full observation of the state. In
2This is a generalization of the notion of the taboo probability [27].
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9other words, one can compute the expected cost under policy pi as follows:
W piT−1(s) = pis,T−1Γ(s, T − 1),
W pit (s) = pis,tΓ(s, t)
+
T∑
τ=1
βτ
pis,t(τ)−1∑
s′=0
pis,t
P (s, s′, τ)W pit+τ (s
′),
∀t = 0, ..., T − 2. (5)
Note that the total expected cost given in (2) is equivalent to W pi0 (s0). Since the horizon T and
the state space M are both finite, the policy space Π is finite, it is possible to define an optimal
policy piopt to minimize the expected cost:
piopt = arg min
pi
W pi0 (s0).
which provides the optimal sequences of piopts,t with the length of T − t for any s ∈ M and
t = 0, ..., T − 1, such that
W pi
opt
t (s) = arg min
pi∈Π
W pit (s).
A. Optimal Policy: An Example and Complexity
As an example, we compute the optimal policy for the small horizon of T = 5 numerically,
for the parameters of M = 2, T = 7, cu = cl = 1, β = 1, and the following transition matrix:
P =
.8 .2 0.1 .6 .3
0 .4 .6
 . (6)
For any full observation of s ∈ {0, 1, 2} at time t ∈ {0, ..., 6}, the optimal policy selects
the corresponding action sequence given in Table I. Unfortunately for large horizons, even
numerically, the optimal action sequences are intractable.
The recursive equations are not solvable for large horizons since the number of possible
sequences is exponentially large. The complexity of the optimal policy, except for some trivial
cases discussed in Appendix C, is given in the following proposition.
Proposition 1. The complexity of computing the optimal policy is equal to Θ((M + 1)T+1). 3
3The notation f(n) = Θ(g(n)) means that f is bounded both above and below by g asymptotically
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TABLE I
THE ACTION SEQUENCES piopts,t SELECTED BY THE OPTIMAL POLICY FOR EACH FULL OBSERVED STATE s AT TIME t, FOR
M = 2, T = 7, cu = cl = 1, β = 1, AND P GIVEN IN (6).
Proof. The computation needed to find the optimal sequence for each observed state at obser-
vation time of t is equal to (M + 1)T−t, since we have (M + 1) states, the total complexity can
be obtained as (M + 1)
∑T−1
t=0 (M + 1)
T−t which equals to Θ((M + 1)T+1).
As shown in the above proposition, the computation for the optimal policy grows exponentially
with the time horizon and thus, we could only compute the optimal policy for very small horizons.
V. PERCENTILE POLICY
Since finding the optimal policy given in previous section is computationally intractable for
large horizons, we introduce a new class of policies, i.e. percentile policies. This class of policies
is inspired by the presentation of the optimal policy based on the sequences corresponding to
the full observed states and the observation times.
We define any percentile policy based on a table of thresholds hs,t for s ∈M, t = 0, ..., T −1
which could be any real number between 0 and 1. Based on the given thresholds, the action
sequences pipers,t corresponding to any observed state s and the observation time t are given by
the following recursive equations:
pipers,t (τ) = min{r ∈M :
∑r
i=0[pipers,t P (s, i, τ)]∑M
i=0[pipers,t P (s, i, τ)]
≥ hs,t},
∀τ = 1, ..., T − t. (7)
In other words, the action at each time corresponds to the lowest state above a given percentile,
hs,t, of the propagated belief at that time. The algorithm to compute the action sequences and
the expected costs of a percentile policy for given thresholds hs,t is presented in Algorithm
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1. Note that since the thresholds are given for any s and t, we do not need to search for the
best threshold and thus Hs,t given in Algorithm 1 are simply equal to {hs,t}. Note that the
corresponding expected (discounted) costs of a percentile policy (denoted by W pert (s)) for the
given thresholds hs,t can be computed from (5) using the action sequences of pi
per
s,t generated in
(7).
The complexity of the percentile policy is obtained in the following proposition (see Appendix
A for the proof).
Proposition 2. The complexity of computing the action sequences of the percentile policy with
given thresholds is equal to:
Θ(T 2(M + 1)3).
Next, we present two specific percentile policies and evaluate their performances in Section
VIII numerically. The first heuristic has a fixed threshold at all time t after observing any state
s; while the second optimizes to some extend the thresholds across time and space.
A. Myopic Policy
One simple heuristic policy is the myopic policy which minimizes the immediate expected
cost ignoring its impact on the future cost. The myopic policy, for a given belief bt at any time
t, selects an action which minimizes the immediate expected cost as follows:
pimyopic(bt) := arg min
r∈M
C¯(bt; r). (8)
where C¯(bt; r) is the immediate expected cost obtained by taking expectation of (1), as follows:
C¯(bt; r) =
∑
i∈M
bt(i)C(i; r) = cl
M∑
i=r
bt(i)(i− r)
+ cu
r−1∑
i=0
bt(i)(r − i). (9)
Therefore, the myopic policy can be derived as given in the following proposition (see Appendix
B for proof).
Proposition 3. For the given belief bt, the myopic policy is given by
pimyopic(bt) = min{r ∈M :
r∑
i=0
bt(i) ≥ hm}, (10)
where hm = cl
cl+cu
.
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Algorithm 1 Percentile Policy
1: // Initializations
2: Parameters cu, cl, β, P , T , M
3:
4: s ∈ {0, ...,M} and t = 0, ..., T − 1, and the threshold sets Hs,t ⊂ [0, 1]
5: Define C¯(b, r) := cu
∑r−1
i=0 (r − i)b(i) + cl
∑M
i=r(i− r)b(i)
6: // Main loops
7: t← T − 1
8: for each state s ∈ {0, ...,M} do
9: vector b← Ps,., s-th row of matrix P
10: let wmin =∞
11: for hs,t ∈ Hs,t do
12: let r = min{r :∑ri=0 b(i) ≥ hs,t}
13: pipers,t (1)← r
14: Γ← C¯(b, r)
15: if Γ ≤ wmin then
16: wmin ← Γ
17: hpers,t ← hs,t
18: end if
19: end for
20: W pert (s)← wmin
21: end for
22: while t > 0 do
23: t← t− 1
24: for each state s ∈ {0, ...,M} do
25: let wmin =∞
26: for hs,t ∈ Hs,t do
27: b← Ps,., s-th row of matrix P
28: let r = min{r :∑ri=0 b(i) ≥ hs,t}
29: pipers,t (1)← r
30: Γ← C¯(b, r)
31: let Λ = 0, and m = 1
32: for t′ = t+ 1 : 1 : T − 1 do
33: Λ← Λ + βt′−tm∑r−1i=0 b(i)W pert′ (i)
34: m← m ∗∑Mi=r b(i)
35: b←
∑M
i=r b(i)Pi,.∑M
i=r b(i)
36: let r = min{r :∑ri=0 b(i) ≥ hs,t}
37: pipers,t (t′ − t)← r
38: Γ← Γ + βt′−tmC¯(b, r)
39: end for
40: w ← Γ + Λ
41: if w ≤ wmin then
42: wmin ← w
43: hpers,t ← hs,t
44: end if
45: end for
46: W pert (s)← wmin
47: end for
48: end while
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Note that the belief propagation and the action sequences of the myopic policy can be obtained
from (7) using the thresholds hs,t = hm for any s ∈M and t = 0, ..., T − 1.
B. Finite Resolution Percentile Policy
Next, we introduce a percentile policy which chooses the thresholds providing the minimum
cost-to-go for the given observed states and observation times among all possible thresholds in
the resolution set of H ⊂ [0, 1]. We call this policy Finite Resolution Percentile (FRP) policy,
which chooses the thresholds as follows:
hFRPs,t = arg min
hs,t∈H
W pert (s),∀s ∈M, t = 0, ..., T − 1,
where the action sequence pipers,t is a function of hs,t given in (7). Let piFRPs,t denote the action
sequences generated from (7) using the best thresholds hFRPs,t .
Note that FRP is the best heuristic among all percentile policies if one limits its attention
to the choice of the thresholds from a finite set of values between 0 and 1. In numerical
simulations, we use trial and error method with a resolution of ∆ among all possible values
H = {0,∆, 2∆, ..., 1} ∪ {hm} to find the best thresholds. The algorithm to compute the action
sequences and the expected costs of FRP policy is given in Algorithm 1 with the same threshold
sets of Hs,t = H.
The complexity of FRP is given in the following proposition.
Proposition 4. The complexity of computing the actions of FRP policy is equal to:
Θ(T 2(M + 1)3|H|), (11)
where |H| indicates the size of the threshold set H which for H = {0,∆, 2∆, ..., 1} ∪ {hm}
equals to 1/∆ + 2.
The proof of the above Proposition is trivial from the Proposition 2 since we need to compute
the expected cost-to-go corresponding to each threshold in H and select the threshold which
achieves the minimum expected cost, for each observation state and time. Thus, the complexity
is |H| times the complexity of Proposition 2. Comparing the above proposition and Proposition
1, we conclude that computing FRP policy is polynomial and much faster than solving DP of
optimal policy with the exponential complexity. And as we shall see, it can outperform the
myopic policy.
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VI. UPPER BOUND AND LOWER BOUND ON COST OF OPTIMAL POLICY
As the definition of the optimal policy suggested, any percentile policy can provide an upper
bound on the total expected (discounted) cost of the optimal policy:
W pi
opt
0 (s0) ≤ W per0 (s0).
In addition, we present a lower bound on the expected cost of the optimal policy which equals
to the expected cost of a genie-aided decision-maker whose state observation is available (with
one unit of time delay). The advantage of obtaining a (sufficiently tight) lower bound is that it
allows us to use this lower bound to evaluate the performance of FRP and myopic policies.
Proposition 5. The total expected (discounted) cost of the optimal policy for our POMDP
problem is lower bounded by the total expected (discounted) cost of a genie policy which gets
full observation about the actual states at all time steps with one unit of time delay (we call this
genie policy FO), under the same initially observed state s0, i.e.,
W pi
opt
0 (s0) ≥ W FO0 (s0), (12)
where W FO(s, t) for s ∈M and t = 0, ..., T − 1 can be computed recursively as follows:
W FOT−1(s) = C¯(Ps,., pi
myopic(Ps,.)),
W FOt (s) = C¯(Ps,., pi
myopic(Ps,.)) + β
M∑
i=0
Ps,iW
FO
t+1 (i), (13)
where pimyopic(Ps,.) denotes the action selected by the myopic policy presented in Proposition 3,
and the immediate expected cost C¯(Ps,., pimyopic(Ps,.) can be obtained by (9).
We use the equivalent belief-based formulation presented in Appendix D to prove the above
proposition in Appendix E.
In case that the upper bound W per0 (s0) and lower bound W
FO
0 (s0) are close to each other, we
can make sure that the performance of the percentile policy is close to the optimal policy. Thus,
in Section VIII, we use numerical simulations of the ratio of W per0 (s0)/W
FO
0 (s0) to evaluate the
performance of our presented heuristic percentile policies.
VII. EXTENSIONS OF POLICIES FOR A GIVEN INITIAL BELIEF
In our formulation, we assume that the decision-maker is aware of the initial state of the
system s0. In many applications, the decision-maker might only have an estimate of how likely
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it is for the system to be in a given state. More precisely, let us assume that only a belief about
the actual state is given (often it makes sense to pick this to be a uniform distribution over the
state space to represent little bias towards any given state). Mathematically, we denote the initial
belief with a vector b0 = [b0(0), ..., b0(M)], which represents the initial probability distribution
of B0 over all possible states in M. Note that our decision starts from time step 1. Now, given
the initial belief vector b0, the goal is to minimize the total expected (discounted) cost over the
horizon T , given by:
E{
T∑
t=1
βt−1C(Bt; rt)|b0}.
Next we show that a simple extension of our work in previous sections can be exploited in order
to account for the initial belief (and lack of full initial knowledge).
In this case, every policy has to account for the initial phase where the exact state of the
system has never been observed. In particular, the optimal policy consists of an initial sequence
that is computed based on the initial belief b0. Thus, all policies need one more action sequence
denoted by pib0 with the length of T , beside all sequences of pis,t for s ∈M and t = 1, ..., T −1
presented in Section IV and one more step of recursion is needed as follows:
W pi0 (b0) =
M∑
s=0
b0(s)× [pib0Γ(s, t)
+
T∑
τ=1
βτ
pib0
(τ)−1∑
s′=0
pib0
P (s, s′, τ)W piτ (s
′)]. (14)
Similarly, given the decision-maker’s initial belief, a percentile policy has to be appended by an
initial phase. In this phase, the policy has to also include an initial sequence of actions prior to
the first full observation of the state:
piperb1 (τ) = min{r ∈M :∑r
i=0[
∑M
s=0 b0(s) pib0P (s, i, τ)]∑M
i=0[
∑M
s=0 b0(s) pib0P (s, i, τ)]
≥ hb1}, ∀τ = 1, ..., T. (15)
where the corresponding threshold is denoted by hb1 in general and h
FRP
b1
for FRP policy.
VIII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, first, we present two examples, one where the optimal policy and FRP policy
meet and select the same action sequences, and second, where the optimal policy can not be a
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percentile policy, therefore FRP may select different action sequences from those selected by
the optimal policy. Next, we compare the performances of FRP and myopic policies for a large
horizon and evaluate their performances compared to the optimal policy for a small horizon.
A. An Example where FRP Policy is Optimal
Here, we see an example with the same setting as Table I where FRP policy results in the
same action sequences as the optimal policy with parameters M = 2, T = 7, cu = cl = 1,
β = 1, and the transition matrix given in (6). The thresholds selected by FRP policy is shown
in Table II for this example. Thus, the action sequences piFRPs,t generated by the given thresholds
are equivalent to the action sequences piopts,t given in Table II. Note that the threshold selected by
the myopic policy is hm = 0.5.
Note that each action sequence of optimal policy piopts,t given in Table I can be regenerated by
applying time-varying non-unique thresholds, hopts,t (τ), τ = t+ 1, ..., T . The valid values for each
threshold hopts,t (τ) could be shown by a range of real numbers between 0 and 1. The FRP policy
tries to select the threshold hFRPs,t inside the intersection of the ranges of h
opt
s,t (τ), τ = t+1, ..., T .
For instance, Fig. 2 shows the range of valid thresholds for the observation pairs (s, t) of (0, 0),
(1, 0) and (1, 3). For these pairs of observation, FRP policy could select the threshold hFRPs,t
from the intersection of the ranges of valid thresholds hopts,t (τ), τ = t + 1, ..., T of the optimal
policy.
B. An Example where Optimal Policy is not a Percentile Policy
Here, we see an example where the optimal policy can not be a percentile policy and its action
sequences are different from those selected by FRP policy. The parameters are assumed to be
TABLE II
THE THRESHOLDS hFRPs,t SELECTED BY FRP POLICY FOR EACH FULL OBSERVED STATE s AT TIME t, FOR THE SAME
SETTING AS TABLE I.
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Fig. 2. The range of valid thresholds of the optimal policy hopts,t (τ) and the threshold of FRP policy h
FRP
s,t corresponding to
the full observation of s, t, versus time step τ , for the same setting as Table I.
TABLE III
THE ACTION SEQUENCES piFRPs,t AND pi
opt
s,t SELECTED BY FRP AND OPTIMAL POLICIES FOR EACH FULL OBSERVED STATE s
AT TIME t, FOR M = 2, T = 7, cu = cl = 1, β = 1 AND P MATRIX GIVEN IN (16). THE SEQUENCES ARE SIMILAR FOR ALL
(s, t) EXCEPT (0, 0). THE FRP ACTIONS DIFFERENT FROM OPTIMAL ACTIONS ARE DENOTED BY RED COLOR.
M = 2, T = 7, cu = cl = 1, β = 1, and transition matrix is given by:
P =
.9 .1 0.1 .8 .1
0 .1 .9
 . (16)
The action sequences piFRPs,t generated by FRP policy and the action sequences pi
opt
s,t generated
by the optimal policy are given in Table III. The action sequences are the same for the optimal
and FRP policies except in one case, where s = 0 and t = 0, i.e. piopt0,0(τ) = 1, pi
FRP
0,0 (τ) = 2
for τ = 6, 7. The reason for piopt0,0 6= piFRP0,0 , is that the action sequence piopt0,0 is not following the
percentile structure. In other words, we can not find a fixed threshold to reconstruct this action
sequence.
As Fig. 3 shows, for the observation pair of s = 0 and t = 0, the intersection of the ranges
of valid thresholds, hopts,t (τ), τ = t+ 1, ..., T are empty. The threshold selected by FRP policy is
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higher than the thresholds of the optimal policy for τ ≥ 6. This confirms that the optimal policy
is not necessarily a percentile policy.
C. Evaluation of Percentile Policies
We now present some numerical results to evaluate the performance of the introduced FRP
policy. The simulation parameters, except in the figures where their effect is considered, are fixed
as follows: the highest state M = 4, the under-utilization cost coefficient cl = 1, the discount
factor β = 1, the horizon T = 7 whenever we compute the optimal policy and T = 30 otherwise.
We consider the following transition matrix:
P =

1−   0 . . . 0
 1− 2  . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 . . .  1− 2 
0 . . . 0  1− 
 , (17)
with the size of (M+1)×(M+1), for given  = 0.3. Note that the results achieved by increasing
cu for a fixed cl is equivalent to those achieved by decreasing cl for a fixed cu and vice verse.
We consider two initial cases: (i) Full observation state s0 = 0, (ii) Given uniform initial belief
b0.
Figures 4 and 5 show the best thresholds selected by FRP policy for initial full observation
of s0 = 0 and the uniform initial belief b0 versus the discount factor β (for cu = 5cl) and versus
cu (for β = 1), respectively.
The thresholds are not unique and could be any values in the corresponding colored ranges.
As shown in Fig. 4, for small values of β the threshold of the myopic policy, hm = cl/(cu+cl) =
0.1667 is a valid threshold for FRP policy. But for larger values of β the myopic policy can not
be a good heuristic, since the future is more important. The threshold of FRP policy increases
with β to increase the chance of full observation which could be useful for future decisions.
The thresholds decrease with increasing cu, as is obvious from Fig. 5, since for larger values of
cu the policies prefer to behave more conservatively, choosing smaller action. For larger values
of cu the thresholds of FRP policy are higher than those chosen by the myopic policy. This
difference is more obvious for hb0 .
The best thresholds of FRP policy for initial full observation of s0 = 0 and the uniform initial
belief b0 versus the horizon T are given in Fig. 6. As shown in the figure, for larger horizons, the
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selected thresholds are higher than the threshold of the myopic policy hm in order to increase
the chance of full observation useful for future decisions.
Figure 7 considers the effect of transition matrix P on the thresholds selected by FRP policy.
To see its effect we plot the threshold versus parameter  of P matrix given in (17). Smaller
 means that P is closer to identity matrix (static process) where full observation could reveal
more information about the future and decrease the future cost a lot. Thus the difference between
the selected thresholds and the threshold of the myopic policy are more significant (specially
for b0).
D. Performance of Percentile Policies
We now present the numerical results to evaluate the performances of the percentile policies.
For this evaluation we use the ratio of the total expected cost of the percentile policies to the
expected cost of FO genie (as an upper bound on the ratio of their expected cost to the expected
cost of the optimal policy). Figure 8 shows the cost ratios versus the discount factor, β, for
cu = 5cl. The percentile policies have a better performance for smaller values of β where the
myopic policy also performs well, but for larger values of discount factor since the future matters
more, FRP policy outperforms the myopic policy. Interestingly, FRP policy has a cost ratio less
than 1.7 for all values of β, for the given parameters, i.e. the cost of FRP policy is not more
than 1.7 times the cost of the optimal policy.
Figure 9 shows the cost ratios versus the over-utilization cost, cu, for cl = 1. The percentile
policies have a better performance for smaller values of cu and FRP policy outperforms the
myopic policy for medium values of cu. For both large/small values of cu, the performances of
the myopic and FRP policies are close, since both of them behave as conservative/aggressive as
the optimal policy.
Figure 10 shows the cost ratios versus versus the horizon T . It is shown that the cost ratios
of the percentile policies are increasing by T . Figure 11 considers the effect of transition matrix
P on the performances of the myopic and FRP policies. For smaller values of , the P matrix
given in (17) is closer to the identity matrix where the ratio to the cost of FO genie policy may
not be good for the performance evaluation (the ratio to the cost of the optimal policy might be
much better).
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To see the performances for a larger state set size, Fig. 12 shows the cost ratios of policies
versus the over-utilization cost cu for M = 19 and the transition matrix of
P =

.6 .1 .2 .1 0 . . . 0
.4 .2 .1 .2 .1 0 . . . 0
.3 .1 .2 .1 .2 .1 0 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 . . . 0 .3 .1 .2 .1 .2 .1
0 . . . 0 .3 .1 .2 .1 .3
0 . . . 0 .3 .1 .2 .4

, (18)
with the size of 20× 20. Comparing this figure to Fig. 9, we can conclude that the cost ratios
are larger for a larger state set size.
E. Comparison with the Optimal Policy
To compare the performances of the percentile policies with the optimal policy, we consider
a small horizon of T = 7 due to the complexity of DP. Figure 13 shows that the expected cost
of FRP and optimal policies are equal and they outperform the myopic policy (even though the
ratios to the cost of FO genie policy is 1.35 for β = 1). Figure 14 shows the ratio of the total
expected cost of the policies versus cu for T = 7. This figure shows that the performances of
FRP policy and optimal policies are equal for larger values of cu (cost ratio equals to 1). And
also the cost of FO policy that we used to evaluate the performances of the percentile policies
in the previous subsection may provide a looser bound on the actual performances, for larger
values of cu.
Figure 15 considers the effect of  (parameter in the transition matrix P ) on the ratio of the
expected cost of the policies. For small values of  both FRP and myopic policies under-perform
the optimal policy and the performance bound provided by FO policy is looser.
IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We have considered the tracking problem of Markovian random processes in which the goal
is to select the best action sequences starting from any full observation in order to minimize
the total expected (discounted) cost accumulated over a finite horizon. We have modeled this
decision-making problem as a POMDP in a novel formulation based on the last observed state
and the observation time.
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We have shown that the complexity of computing the optimal policy for general transition
matrices of the background Markovian process is exponentially high and thus numerically solving
for the optimal policy is limited to very small horizons. Instead, we have introduced a new class
of policies with a percentile threshold structure, which have been called percentile policies,
and evaluated their performances. We have introduced a novel heuristic policy which search
among the possible thresholds to find the best thresholds, for each full observed state and the
observation time, minimizing the total expected cost of the percentile policy. Numerical results
have shown that this policy outperforms the myopic policy. Furthermore, for small horizons we
have compared this heuristic policy with the optimal policy and have shown that its performance
is very close to the optimal policy.
As future works, we aim to identify the conditions where FRP policy is optimal. To compute
the heuristic policy we have used trial and error method to find the best possible thresholds
among a finite threshold set for each full observation time and state. We will analyze the cost
functions of percentile policies to find the optimal threshold in the ranges of [0, 1]. We will also
consider an inventory management problem where the leftover inventories can be carried over
to the next time step and derive the percentile policy and its performance guarantee. We also
consider a more complicated scenario where the transition matrix is unknown and needs to be
learned over time.
APPENDIX A
Proof of Proposition 4. To compute the action sequences and the expected cost of the percentile
policy with given thresholds we need to compute W per0 (s) and W
per
0 (b0) of percentile policy for
all s ∈M and t = 0, ..., T − 1. The complexity of functions are as follows:
• pipers,t (t
′) for any t′ and given s, t, hs,t and transitions: Θ(M + 1),
• To compute aP (s1, s2, τ) for all s1, s2, τ and action sequences with the length of T − t:
Θ((T − t)(M + 1)2),
• Γ(s, t) for given parameters above: Θ((T − t)× (M + 1)),
In total, given W pert′ (s
′) for all s′ and t′ = t + 1, ..., T − 1, to compute W pert (s) for a given
threshold and s, we need Θ((T − t)(M + 1)2) computations. Thus for all s ∈ M we need
(M + 1)×Θ((T − t)(M + 1)2) computations.
Now to compute all action sequences and expected costs, we use backward recursion on
time from horizon T − 1 to 0. Thus, for t = T − 1 the complexity is simply Θ(M + 1).
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We use the already computed values at time t + 1, ..., T − 1 to compute the minimum cost
and the action sequences at time t. Thus, the total complexity of percentile policy equals to
Θ(
∑T−1
t=0 (T − t)× (M + 1)3) = Θ(T 2(M + 1)3).
APPENDIX B
Proof of Proposition 3. The proof is straightforward using the uni-modality of expected imme-
diate cost given in the following lemma.
Lemma 1. The expected immediate cost for any belief b is a uni-modal function of the action
r, where a function is called uni-modal iff it has at most one minimum and being decreas-
ing/increasing before/after the minimum.
Thus the expected immediate cost is decreasing with respect to r when
∑r
i=m b(i) <
cl
cl+cu
and
it is increasing otherwise. Therefore, the myopic action which minimizes the expected immediate
cost, given in (8), is equal to the lowest action r satisfying the inequality
∑r
i=m b(i) ≥ clcl+cu .
Proof of Lemma 1. To prove this lemma, let us compute the derivative of the expected imme-
diate cost for the belief vector b with respect to action r given in (9),
∆C¯(b; r) = C¯(b; r + 1)− C¯(b; r) = (cl + cu)
r∑
i=m
b(i)− cl.
It’s easily seen that if the inequality in (10) holds, ∆C¯(b; r) ≥ 0. Otherwise it is negative.
This concludes that C¯(b; r) is uni-modal with unique minimum at the myopic action given in
(10).
APPENDIX C
Optimal Policy for Special Cases: Even though computing the optimal policy is intractable
in general, there are some trivial cases in which the optimal policy is achievable. In the following
subsections, we present simple special cases of zero under/over utilization costs, and cases where
the myopic policy is optimal.
A. Zero Under-utilization or Over-utilization Cost
For two special cases the optimal policy is trivial. First if the under-utilization cost coefficient
is zero, cl = 0, the optimal policy selects the lowest actions 0 all the time or any action
sequences in which the transition probabilities to the actions below them are zero, i.e., for any
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full observation of state s at time t, piopts,t (τ) ≤ min{i : P τ−ts,i 6= 0} for τ = t + 1, ...T , s ∈ M.
Second, if the over-utilization cost coefficient is zero, cu = 0, the optimal policy selects the
highest action 1 all the time or any action sequences in which the transition probabilities to the
actions above them are zero, i.e., piopts,t (τ) ≥ max{i : P τ−ts,i 6= 0} for τ = t+ 1, ...T , s ∈M. Note
that the total expected (discounted) costs achieved by the optimal policy for these two trivial
cases are always zero. The optimal policy for zero under/over-utilization cost is also a percentile
policy with a threshold of zero/one.
B. Cases where Myopic Policy is Optimal
There are some cases where the optimal policy is equivalent to the myopic policy, given by:
• Zero discount factor (β = 0),
• Independent and Identically Distributed (i.i.d.) Processes,
• When there is no ambiguity about the future, i.e. the rows of the transition matrix are equal
to a fixed unit vector. Pi,. = Ia,∀i ∈M for a given a ∈M where Ia is a M+1-dimensional
unit vector with 1 in the a-th position and zero elsewhere.
Thus the myopic policy is a percentile policy with the threshold of hm = cl
cl+cu
.
C. Any transition matrix with unit vectors as rows
Here we consider the cases where each row of the matrix is a unit vector, i.e. there is only
one 1 in any row and the rest of the elements are zero, e.g. a static process with matrix P = I .
For these cases, after any full observation of state s ∈ M at time t = 0, ..., T − 1, the actual
state is simply known for the rest of the times with probability one. Therefore the optimal policy
selects the actions equal to the actual states piopts,t (τ) = {i : P τ−t(i) = 1} for τ = t+ 1, ..., T and
the expected cost-to-go is zero.
APPENDIX D
We could alternatively represent the decision problem based on the decision-maker’s belief,
i.e. his posterior probability on the hidden state Bt at each time step conditioned on past actions
and observations ( [8], [9], [17]). Let the conditioned probability distribution of the state, given
all past observations, is denoted by a belief vector bt = [bt(0), ..., bt(M)], with elements of
bt(k) = Pr(Bt = k| past observations), k ∈ M. In other words, bt represents the probability
distribution of Bt over all possible states in M. In this representation, the goal is to make a
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decision at each time step based on the history of observations; but due to the lack of full
information, the decision-maker may only make the decision based on the belief vector. It can
be shown that the belief vector is a sufficient statistic of the complete observation history (see
e.g., [28]). Note that to find the optimal action at each time, we need to know the history of
actions and observations. The belief vector is a function of these parameters and is updated every
time step based on the selected action and the observation, since all the actions and observations
could effect the probability distribution of the states. Thus, all the history is compressed in the
belief vector.
Here, we present the belief-based DP which results in the same optimal policy as the sequence-
based DP presented in the main text, as the following recursive equations:
Vt(bt) := min
rt
Vt(bt; rt), (19a)
VT (bT ; rT ) = C¯T (bT ; rT ), (19b)
Vt(bt; rt) := C¯(bt; rt) + βE{Vt+1(bt+1)|rt, bt}, t < T (19c)
where bt+1 is the updated belief vector. It can be computed given the action rt and observations.
The value function Vt(bt) is the minimum expected cost-to-go when the current belief vector is
bt. Note that Vt(bt; r) is the expected cost-to-go after time t under belief bt and action r at time
t and following the optimal policy for time t+ 1 onward, with updated belief vector according
to the action r.
The belief updating maps current belief vector, selected action, and the observation to the
belief vector for the next time step:
bt+1 =
Trt [bt]P if Bt ≥ rt,IiP if Bt = i < rt, (20)
where Ii is the M + 1-dimensional unit vector with 1 in the i-th position and 0 otherwise. Note
that IiP is equivalent to the i-th row of matrix P, i.e. Pi,.. Tr is a non-linear operation on a belief
vector b, as follows:
Tr[b](i) =

0 if i < r,
b(i)∑M
j=r b(j)
if i ≥ r.
(21)
The update of the belief vector is derived in two steps. First step: when we get full observation
about the actual state i with taking action rt, i.e. when i < rt, the probability distribution of the
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state could be updated to Ii, since we are sure that the probability of actual state being different
than i is zero. And when we get partial observation that the actual state is higher than rt, we
can update the probability distribution as follows: force the probability of the actual state being
less than rt to be zero and normalize the rest of the probabilities to sum up to one. Second step:
the above updating corresponds to the probability distribution at the same time step of taking
action and observation. But we need a new probability distribution (belief vector) for the next
time step. Thus we multiply the updated distribution with transition matrix P .
The future expected (discounted) cost can be computed as follows:
E{Vt+1(bt+1)|rt, bt} =
M∑
i=rt
bt(i)Vt+1(Trt [bt]P )
+
rt−1∑
i=0
bt(i)Vt+1(Pi,.). (22)
Note that for all t = 1, ..., T , Vt(bt) = minpi JpiT−t(bt) with probability 1. In particular, V1(b1) =
JpiT (b1). A policy pi
opt is optimal if for t = 1, ..., T ; roptt (bt) achieves the minimum in (19a),
denoted by:
roptt (bt) := arg min
r∈M
Vt(bt; r).
This DP is equivalent to the DP given in Section IV as follows:
Vt(Pi,.) = Wt−1(i),
V0(b0) = W (b0),
roptτ (bτ ) = pi
opt
sFO,tFO
(τ),
where bτ is the updated belief using (20) based on the optimal actions at times t + 1, ..., τ − 1
(propagated from bt = Is) and tFO is the last time of full observation to the state sFO before τ .
APPENDIX E
To prove Proposition 5, we use the belief-based DP presented in Appendix D and it is enough
to prove the following lemma:
Lemma 2. The cost-to-go of the optimal policy is lower bounded by the cost-to-go of the full
observation (FO) case under the same belief vector, i.e.,
Vt(bt) ≥ V FOt (bt). (23)
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We need the following lemma about the concavity of cost-to-go functions to prove Lemma 2.
Lemma 3. The expected discounted cost-to-go accrued under action r, Vt(b; r), and the value
function, Vt(b), are concave with respect to the belief vector b, i.e.
Vt(b; r) ≥ λVt(b1; r) + (1− λ)Vt(b2; r), ∀r ∈M,
Vt(b) ≥ λVt(b1) + (1− λ)Vt(b2), ∀0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. (24)
Proof of Lemma 3. We use induction to prove the concavity of Vt(b; r) with respect to the
belief vector, b, for finite horizon. Let’s assume b is a linear combination of two belief vectors
b1 and b2, such that:
b = λb1 + (1− λ)b2, 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1.
At horizon T , the immediate cost, as given in (9), is affine linear with respect to the belief
vector. In other words,
C¯(b; r) = λC¯(b1; r) + (1− λ)C¯(b2; r). (25)
which confirms the concavity of the expected cost-to-go at horizon T . Now assuming Vt+1(.) is
concave, we will consider Vt(.). Using (19c) and (22) we have:
Vt(b; r)− λVt(b1; r)− (1− λ)Vt(b2; r)
= [C(b; r)− λC¯(b1; r)
− (1− λ)C¯(b2; r)]− (1− λ)Vt+1(Tr[b2]P )
M∑
i=r
b2(i))
+ β(Vt+1(Tr[b]P )
M∑
i=r
b(i)− λVt+1(Tr[b1]P )
M∑
i=r
b1(i),
(26)
and from (25) and λ′ = λ
∑M
i=r b1(i)∑M
i=r b(i)
:
Vt(b; r)− λVt(b1; r)− (1− λ)Vt(b2; r)
= β
M∑
i=r
b(i)[Vt+1(Tr[b]P )− λ′Vt+1(Tr[b1]P )
− (1− λ′)Vt+1(Tr[b2]P )],
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Let j ≥ r:
λ′Tr[b1](j) + (1− λ′)Tr[b2](j)
=
λ
∑M
i=r b1(i)Tr[b1](j) + (1− λ)
∑M
i=r b2(i)Tr[b2](j)∑M
i=r b(i)
=
1∑M
i=r b(i)
[λ
M∑
i=r
b1(i)
b1(j)∑M
i=r b1(i)
+ (1− λ)
M∑
i=r
b2(i)
b2(j)∑M
i=r b2(i)
]
=
λb1(j) + (1− λ)b2(j)∑M
i=r b(i)
=
b(j)∑M
i=r b(i)
= Tr[b](j),
and for j < r, Tr[b1](j) + (1 − λ′)Tr[b2](j) = 0. Multiplying by P , we have λ′Tr[b1]P + (1 −
λ′)Tr[b2]P = Tr[b]P . The induction step follows the concavity of Vt+1(.).
To prove the concavity of value function, Vt(b), with respect to b we use the definition of
(19a) to get:
Vt(b) = min
r
Vt(b; r) = Vt(b; r
∗) (27a)
≥ λVt(b1; r∗) + (1− λ)Vt(b2; r∗) (27b)
≥ λmin
r1
Vt(b1; r1) + (1− λ) min
r2
Vt(b2; r2) (27c)
= λVt(b1) + (1− λ)Vt(b2), (27d)
where r∗ = arg minr Vt(b; r) and (27b) is the result of the lemma for Vt(b; r∗) and applying the
definition of (19a) one more time in (27d) completes the proof.
Proof of Lemma 2. First, the cost-to-go function of FO policy can be computed as:
V FOt (bt, r) = C¯(bt; r) + β
M∑
i=0
bt(i)V
FO
t+1 (Py,.),
Thus the optimal policy for FO policy is equivalent to the myopic policy since the second term
is independent of the action r and,
arg min
r
V FOt (bt, r) = arg min
r
C¯(bt; r).
Therefore,
V FOt (bt) = C¯(bt; pi
myopic(bt)) + β
M∑
i=0
bt(i)V
FO
t+1 (Pi,.).
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Now to prove the proposition we use induction. Fist, at t = T we have:
VT (bT )− V FOT (bT )
= min
r
C¯(bT ; r)− C¯(bT ; pimyopic(bT )) = 0,
since the optimal action and the myopic action are equivalent at the horizon. Now assuming
(12) is true at time steps t+ 1 onwards, we should prove it for time t.
Vt(bt)−V FOt (bt) = C¯(bt; ropt(bt))
+ β
ropt(bt)−1∑
i=0
bt(i)Vt+1(Pi,.)
+ β
M∑
i=ropt(bt)
bt(i)Vt+1(Tropt(bt)[bt]P )
− C¯(bt; pimyopic(bt))− β
M∑
i=0
bt(i)V
FO
t+1 (Pi,.),
where Tropt(bt)[bt]P =
∑M
j=ropt(bt)
bt(j)Pj,.∑M
i=ropt(bt)
bt(i)
. We use the concavity of the value function to get the
following inequality:
Vt+1(Tropt(bt)[bt]P ) ≥
∑M
i=ropt(bt)
bt(i)Vt+1(Pi,.)∑M
j=ropt(bt)
bt(j)
. (28)
Therefore, by applying (28) and merging two summations:
Vt(bt)−V FOt (bt)
= [C¯(bT ; r
opt(bt))− C¯(bT ; pimyopic(bT ))] (29a)
+ β
M∑
i=0
bt(i)[Vt+1(Pi,.)− V FOt+1 (Pi,.)] ≥ 0. (29b)
The term in (29a) is greater than or equal to zero based on the definition of the myopic policy.
The term in (29b) is also greater than or equal to zero using the induction assumption at t+ 1.
Thus the whole expression is greater than or equal to zero and the proof is complete.
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Fig. 3. The range of valid thresholds of the optimal policy hopts,t (τ) and the threshold of FRP policy h
FRP
s,t corresponding to
the full observation of s = 0 at time t = 0, versus time step τ , for the same setting as Table III.
Fig. 4. The thresholds versus the discount factor β, for M = 4, cl = 1, cu = 5 and  = 0.3.
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Fig. 5. The thresholds versus the over-utilization cost cu, for M = 4, cl = 1, β = 1 and  = 0.3.
Fig. 6. The thresholds versus the horizon T , for M = 4, β = 1, cl = 1, cu = 5 and  = 0.3.
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Fig. 7. The thresholds versus , for M = 4, cu = 5, cl = 1, β = 1, T = 7.
Fig. 8. The cost ratios versus the discount factor β, for M = 4, cl = 1, cu = 5, T = 30 and  = 0.3.
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Fig. 9. The cost ratios versus the over-utilization cost, cu, for M = 4, cl = 1, β = 1, T = 30 and  = 0.3.
Fig. 10. The cost ratios versus the horizon T , for M = 4, β = 1, cl = 1, cu = 5 and  = 0.3.
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Fig. 11. The cost ratios versus , for M = 4, cu = 5, cl = 1, β = 1, T = 30.
Fig. 12. The cost ratios versus the over-utilization cost, cu, for M = 19, cl = 1, β = 1, T = 30.
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Fig. 13. The total expected cost versus the discount factor β, for M = 4, cl = 1, cu = 5,  = 0.3, T = 7.
Fig. 14. The total expected cost versus the over-utilization cost, cu, for M = 4, cl = 1, β = 1,  = 0.3, T = 7.
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Fig. 15. The total expected cost versus , for M = 4, cu = 1, cl = 1, β = 1, T = 7.
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